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Necessary parties
Of all the enemies to public liberty war is, perhaps, the most to be
dreaded, because it comprises and develops the germ of every other. War is
the parent of armies; from these proceed debts and taxes; and armies, and
debts, and taxes are the known instruments for bringing the many under the
domination of the few. In war, too, the discretionary power of the Executive
is extended; its influence in dealing out offices, honors, and emoluments is
multiplied; and all the means of seducing the minds, are added to those of
subduing the force, of the people. . . . No nation could preserve its freedom in the
midst of continual warfare. ... [It should be well understood] that the powers
proposed to be surrendered [by the Third Congress] to the Executive were
those which the Constitution has most jealously appropriated to the
Legislature. . . The Constitution expressly and exclusively vests in the
Legislature the power of declaring a state of war . . . the power of raising
armies . . . the power of creating offices. . ." - James Madison, "the Father of
the Constitution", correspondence, 1793, source unknown, bracketed inserts
not deponent's, emphasis added.

This special proceeding was commenced for relief in the nature of a writ of
mandamus to compel officers of the state legislature to exempt certain legislation from
cut-offs pursuant to Senate Concurrent Resolution (SCR) 8022 (Att. A. SCR 8022 B.
House & Senate Joint Memorial (HJM) 4022 and (SJM) 8021.)
The companion Joint Memorials in the House and Senate contain an affirmative
declaration that:
WE YOUR MEMORIALISTS, the Senate and House of Representatives of the
State of Washington in legislative session assembled … do respectfully
petition the President to reaffirm our nation's commitments to the
Constitution, to the rule of law both domestic and international, and to the
supreme law embodied in our international obligations: to these ends your
Memorialists do herewith resolve and declare upon our oath to uphold the
Constitution that war may not be made by the government of the United
States in the name of the People of the State of Washington, or of the United
States, in violation of the Constitution, or of said laws and obligations, all
other acts or agreements notwithstanding" (HJM 4022, SJM 8021, emphasis
added)
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Such a declaration made by a legislature of any one of the several United States is
beyond legal contest because it is clearly within the sovereign powers of a state to do so.
A judgment by this court to the same end would share such sovereign uncontestability.
It is hoped by the initiative in support of the subject Joint Memorials, and it was
expected, that the passing of such legislation would have the effect of enjoining and
restraining the federal government of the United States from acting without or in excess
of its Constitutionally delegated powers in commencing or prosecuting ANY war
without prerogative under our Constitution. It was for these purposes that this
proceeding was ultimately commenced before this court.
Joining of the subject parties before this court upon the amended petition
presented is necessary to the above purposes and should be granted by this court.

Jurisdiction
State jurisdiction in these matters has been an historic point of contention. In the
fourth edition of his excellent work "Swords into Plowshares, the problems and
progress of international organization" (Random House, 1971), Professor Inis L. Claude,
Jr. wrote:
"Our national Founding Fathers wrote no provision for a supreme arbiter of
all constitutional questions. The notion that the states were competent to
interpret the Constitution for themselves flourished in this country from the
Kentucky and Virginia Resolves of 1798 to the secession movement which
precipitated the Civil War. The Supreme Court propounded its doctrine of
judicial review without explicit constitutional warrant, in an atmosphere of
political maneuvering, and it established its role of supreme constitutional
umpire in the face of powerful opposition..." Swords, p. 167
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In the recent matter of John Doe 1, et. al., v. President George W. Bush, et. al.
(First Circuit Court of Appeals no. 03-1266) the federal court has dismissed a challenge
to the unconstitutional nature of the current wars without reaching the merits on the
basis that the actions being taken are "political".
In entering said dismissal, the federal bench disregarded the following plea from
plaintiffs in their final, supplemental brief:
"The Plaintiffs seek to have this Court uphold a fundamental principle of
constitutional law: that only Congress can declare war, and that the President
has neither inherent power nor delegable authority from Congress to
commence a preemptive war against another country. The defendants assert
the radical proposition that this court is powerless to intervene to prevent the
President from violating the United States Constitution by launching a
massive invasion of Iraq without Congress ever having made a determination
that this Nation should go to war.
At this extraordinary moment in United States history, the Court has a duty to
act. "It is emphatically the province and duty of the judicial department to
say what the law is." Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137, 144 (1803).
The U. S. Congress has abdicated completely its constitutional responsibility
under Art. 1, § 8 of the Constitution. The Congress unlawfully has attempted
a transfer to the President its power to decide whether to send this nation into
war." Supplemental Brief, John Doe 1, et. al. v. George W. Bush, et. al., (citation
unknown).

Relying upon the plaintiffs' briefs in my possession, the court in John Doe 1 did
rely upon Massachusetts v. Laird, 451 F2d. 2 (1st Cir. 1971) in holding that the plaintiffs
must make a showing of "resolute conflict" between the executive branch and Congress
before it may determine the constitutionality of concerted action by those branches.
In other words, the federal bench held that it may not take jurisdiction and reach
the merits of an action against the President when both of the other branches of the
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federal government determine to discard their constitutionally delegated powers and
effectively operate a rogue, outlaw government.
This circumstance forces a re-examination of the 1798 resolve by the legislature
of the Commonwealth of Virginia:
"... that in the case of a deliberate, palpable, and dangerous exercise of other
powers, not granted by the said compact [Constitution of the United States],
the states who are parties thereto, have the right, and are in duty bound, to
interpose for arresting the progress of the evil..."

The U. S. Supreme Court relies upon it decision and the opinion of Mr. Chief
Justice John Marshall in the matter of Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) (1803) for its
claim of the power of judicial review of constitutional questions and, to the extent that
such reliance is deemed exclusive, is critically flawed.
The decision in Marbury reviews the judicial authorities of the supreme court,
and constructs a basis for a claim of jurisdiction from the general language of the
Constitution for reviewing the constitutionality, or lack thereof, of federal laws.
"The authority given the supreme court by the act [of Congress] establishing
the judicial system of the United States, to issue writs of mandamus to public
officers, appears not to be warranted by the constitution." Marbury, p.

You deponent's further review of Marbury finds that the Constitution granted no
original jurisdiction to the supreme court in the matters sub judice, and that, therefore it
cannot claim such jurisdiction in its inferior courts.
In any event, regardless of the constitutional merits of the doctrine of judicial
review by the supreme court established or arising from Marbury, it was not in any way
claimed or established that such a doctrine reserved exclusive jurisdiction in
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